ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In an ideal world, software application development would be straightforward and efficient. Once a strategy for solving a problem had been identified, one could determine which software components were needed to carry out the plan, in what order they should execute and what information should be passed between them. One would then go to a reliable software library and discover that all but a few of the necessary components had already been written. A few components written from scratch could then be combined with those from the library to create the finished application. Component programming of this sort is not a new idea. In fact, McIlroy (1968) proposed it three decades ago. Unfortunately, this form of programming is still not mainstream practise within the biocomputing arena, and code reuse remains limited.
There have been a few successful attempts to increase the amount of software reuse within biocomputing, using both procedural and object-oriented libraries. Procedural libraries of note are the program suites provided by CCP4 (Collaborative Computational Project No. 4, 1994) , which are widely used in protein crystallography, and the commercial Wisconsin sequence analysis package (Genetics Computer Group, Madison, WI, USA) and its extension EGCG (Peter Rice, The Sanger Centre, Cambridge, UK). It is likely that the European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite (EMBOSS, 1999) will also join these success stories. The approach of these libraries is to create software tools (Kernighan and Plauger, 1976) which carry out complete tasks and which communicate via files that have standardized formats. These efforts have proven very popular, but as the components perform specialized high-level tasks, they are rather inflexible. Consequently, the principal beneficiaries of these libraries have been software users rather than developers.
The use of object-oriented programming languages such as C++ and Java is now widespread within biocomputing. Such languages facilitate code reuse by providing tightly specified, yet flexible, forms for the encapsulation of, and the interfaces between, functional components, e.g. the Beans component model in Java (Sun Microsystems, 1998 ) and, at a somewhat lower level, the class and structure forms in C++ (Stroustrup, 1997) . There are two published C++ object-oriented class libraries developed for use in biomolecular computing. PDBlib (Chang et al., 1994) represents three-dimensional macromolecular structure in the form of a C++ class library. Sequence Class Library (SCL; Vahrson et al., 1996) is designed for use in analyzing DNA and protein sequences. We are aware that several other research groups have produced and made publicly available, but not published, C++ class libraries for use in some aspects of sequences analysis or molecular modelling. Our impression is that, while these class libraries have proven useful to their authors, there has been little uptake by other programmers. In this paper, we discuss our experiences of the difficulties that such domain-specific class libraries-in which there is a high degree of inheritance and objects are tied to an application area, e.g. biological sequences-pose for code reuse.
Our experience with such libraries led us to the view that the generic programming approach (Jazayeri, 1995) provides a better model for the construction of many of the software components used in biocomputing. Jazayeri (1995) suggested that the constituents of software component libraries should be as generic as possible. A generic component can be used in more than one context. A generic data structure can contain many different types of data, e.g. a generic list could contain single letter amino-acid names or atomic coordinates. A generic algorithm can be used upon data stored in a range of data structures, e.g. to find the largest data element in a vector or the largest element in a list. Generic algorithms and data structures can be freely combined in a very flexible manner (Musser and Stepanov, 1989a) and can consequently be used to provide a powerful, yet very compact, component library.
The generic concept can clearly only be implemented if some abstraction and parametrization of software components is allowed, i.e. components are written to take data types or structures as parameters (arguments), which are used to generate data specific code prior to execution. It is possible to implement a generic library in a procedural form, but it is simpler and more flexible to allow component parameters to be objects. Such a facility is provided in the object-oriented programming languages Ada (Musser and Stepanov, 1989b) and C++.
An international standard for C++ has recently been agreed (International Standard ISO/IEC 14882:1998), and a major part of this document is the standard C++ library. Much of the functionality of the standard C++ library is provided in the form of a collection of generic software components that closely follow the design pattern and functional content of the Standard Template Library (STL) (Musser and Saini, 1996) . In particular, the standard C++ generic components follow the STL in the way in which they use template classes, a feature of C++, for compile time parametrization of the components. This paper describes an extension of the standard C++ library to include generic components that are specifically useful in biocomputing.
SYSTEMS AND METHODS
Following the model of the STL, we have chosen to write our generic components in the form of C++ template classes. The name of the library was chosen to reflect this relationship. An important consideration in making this choice was the fact that the working paper for the C++ standard had been published. Standards are necessary to ensure the longevity and portability of any type of software. The C++ standard has now been officially ratified, and many compilers already support most of its features, including the STL-like generic components. Additional factors that influenced our decision were the wide acceptance of C/C++ within the biocomputing community, and the recent development of compilers and template programming techniques that allow the production of highly efficient executable code from object-oriented C++ programs (Veldhuizen, 1995 (Veldhuizen, , 1998 .
The egcs compiler (version 1.1), running on Silicon Graphics under IRIX v6.4 and PCs under RedHat Linux v5.1, was used for development of the current version of the library. No feature that is not part of the C++ standard is used by the BTL.
ALGORITHM
The BTL and STL components are written in an abstract manner. They make no reference to specific data types, e.g. int, float, char or any user-defined type, but are written in terms of dummy parameters (arguments). Use is then made of C++ template methods for 'compile time parametrization'-conversion of the abstract code to code which deals with the specific types that are appropriate to the context in which the component is being used. This type of parametrization allows a component to be used in a wide range of contexts. In the case of the BTL and STL components, the abstract parameters are often iterators. Iterators form the interface between data structure components and algorithm components. A data structure, or container, component provides a certain type of iterator that can be used to navigate through its individual data elements. Examples of STL iterator types are 'forward' that allow sequential traversal of elements in the data structure and 'random access' that also allows direct access to each element. An algorithm component often takes two or more iterators as input that indicate a range or ranges of elements within a container (see Figure 1) . Compatible containers and algorithms can be freely combined. To be compatible with a particular algorithm a container must provide iterators that allow the algorithm to navigate through a container in the way that it needs. The simpler the demands made by an algorithm upon its input parameters, the more generic it is likely to be. The greater the functionality of the iterators that a container provides, the greater the potential range of algorithms that can operate upon it. In principle all algorithms and data structures in a library could be designed to work together. In practise, the compromises necessary to enable this, in particular the constraints that would be placed on the range of implemented algorithms and the potential for inappropriate combinations, would usually result in a great loss of efficiency in the resulting programs. There is a practical limit to just how generic a library can be if one wants to ensure that a wide range of efficient programs result from its use. Given the computationally intensive nature of many tasks in biocomputing, efficiency has been a strong factor in determining the detail of the design of the BTL.
As well as containers, algorithms and iterators, the STL also contains function objects and container adaptors. Function objects encapsulate a function within an object that can be used as a parameter by other components. In C++ function objects overload the function call operator () and can be efficiently inlined by the compiler (Kuhne, 1997) . Container adaptors convert a given container, which is supplied as template parameter, into another type of container, e.g. a list can be converted into a stack using an adaptor that is part of the STL. For a full description of the STL component types see Musser and Saini (1996) .
IMPLEMENTATION
This paper describes work in progress and currently the BTL should be treated as a developing rather than a finished product. The BTL does, however, already contain examples of most of the types of components found in the STL. In addition, the BTL contains a few file processor components, which are used to extract data from commonly used bioinformatics data files and place it in containers. Details of the current components are found in Tables 1 and 2 .
The two new containers in the BTL, the matrix and numeric vector classes, are designed to simplify the storage and efficient manipulation of numeric data. In addition to providing iterators that allow STL and BTL algorithms to be applied to them, they can be combined with algorithms from the Matrix Template Library (MTL; Siek and Lumsdaine, 1998 ). This specialist mathematical template library is a collection of generic components for performing linear algebra and contains algorithms that work with any matrix and vector classes that provide appropriate iterators. The matrix and numeric vector containers both satisfy the criteria for interaction with this algorithm library. This considerably extends the mathematical algorithms that can be applied to these BTL containers beyond those included within the STL and BTL.
The other new generic data-structures are the graph classes, which are provided via container adaptors (Musser and Saini, 1996) , i.e. the programmer chooses the container type to be used to store the data associated with the vertices and edges. The container-type is then passed as a parameter to the adaptor. An interesting feature of the BTL implementation is that these BTL adaptors extend the functionality of the container. The adaptors found in the standard library, such as the stack and queue, all restrict the functionality of the containers used.
Generic algorithms form the bulk of the components in the library, and that bulk is likely to increase considerably in future versions of the BTL. Unlike some other template libraries, such as the commercial combinatorial computation package LEDA (Library of Efficient Data types and Algorithms Algorithmic Solutions Software GMbH), we do not intend that large numbers of specialized data classes will be introduced into the BTL. LEDA does contain some generic algorithms, but in an effort to obtain maximum efficiency of execution the vast majority of its functionality is present as specifically optimized member functions within each specialized template data class. In the case of the BTL, we intend that as many functions as possible will be written as generic algorithms, which can be applied to any data class from whatever source, provided that class contains an appropriate iterator allowing navigation through the data. When dealing with specific types of data these generic algorithms may be less computationally efficient than the best conceivable member function, but this reduction in efficiency is rarely going to be more than a constant factor. Our experience suggests that reductions in efficiency of 2-or 3-fold can be expected for operations on simple data types, and we take the view, along with the developers of the C++ standard, that such penalties in specific cases are more than offset by the general gains in efficiency of code that result from the ready availability of good algorithms (i.e. having low order) that can be used in a variety of contexts, i.e. the individual programmer can use generic algorithms to achieve good efficiency quickly, and only in the minority of cases where execution speed is critical, is it necessary to spend time identifying and coding the most efficient possible algorithm for a specific case.
Among the generic algorithms included in the library at present are methods for simple vector and matrix manipulation, particularly for transformations in 3D space. There are also one-, two-, and three-dimensional fast Fourier transform methods, basic statistics, least squares methods and sequence alignment algorithms (Table 2) . Under active development are algorithms for pattern recognition in sequences and structures using Hidden Markov Models and further graph and geometric algorithms. We also A simple illustration of the use of generic components to count the identities between two aligned amino acid sequences using the method due to Needleman and Wunsch (1970). intend to provide further components for the statistical analysis of data and components for solving optimization problems e.g. minimization and genetic algorithms.
Floating point precision
The floating point precision of the library is controlled by a type called BTL REAL. The precision of BTL REAL is set using a typedef statement in the BTL.h header file.
Documentation
The library comes with full documentation in HTML (hypertext mark-up language) format.
DISCUSSION
The aim of the BTL library is to provide the generic mathematical components that will allow programmers to more rapidly construct applications that manipulate or model biological data. The BTL and STL take care of complex mathematical and memory management tasks in a reliable and efficient manner, allowing programmers to focus on the biological and physical aspects of their application specific design.
Using STL-like components
Generic component programming provides great flexibility. Components from the BTL and STL can be mixed without conflict (see Figures 1 and 2) . New generic components can be added as and when they are needed without having to understand the inner workings of any of the other components. The BTL and STL are simpler to use than many other class libraries because there is a great consistency and commonality in the way that components of the same type (containers, function objects, etc.) are used. It is likely that the use of the STL will become very familiar to C++ programmers. We hope that this familiarity will transfer to the BTL, and make its use almost second nature to these programmers.
Programmers can use the components in any style of programming that they choose, be it to create a large object-oriented class library for modelling proteins or a procedural single function application. Provided that the biological data with which the application programmer 
// The Coords() member function of ATOM_processor returns an STL vector containing the coordinates. // Consequently, the number of atoms in each file can be retrieved using the standard size() member function. if (A.Coords().size() != B.Coords().size() ) { cerr << "Number of atoms unequal" << endl; exit(1); } bool long_way=true; if(long_way){ // Do the superposition the long way in order to demonstrate the vector and matrix algorithms // The geometric centre of each structure is declared as a BTL numeric_vector with 3 elements of // BTL_REAL(0.0) (the default). The coordinates of the centres are calculated using the generic // BTL centroid algorithm is in this case operating on both STL and BTL vectors. numeric_vector<> centreA, centreB; centroid(A.Coords().begin(), A.Coords().end(), centreA.begin()); centroid(B.Coords().begin(), B.Coords().end(), centreB.begin());

// Move protein A such that the protein centres are superimposed using the generic BTL algorithm 'translate' numeric_vector<> translation = centreB -centreA; translate(A.Coords().begin(), A.Coords().end(), translation.begin());
// Determine and perform the rotation necessary to superimpose structures // First calculate the Kearsley matrix and determine its eigenvalues and eigenvectors matrix<> matfit(4,4), evector(4,4); numeric_vector<> evalue(4); _kearsley_matrix(A.Coords().begin(), A.Coords().end(), B.Coords().begin(), B.Coords().end(), matfit.begin()); eigen_solution(matfit.begin(), matfit.end(), 4 , evector.begin(), evalue.begin()); transpose(evector.begin(), evector.end(), 4 , evector.begin());
// Then rotate A about its centre in order to effect the superposition matrix<> rotation(3,3); rotation_from_fit(evector.begin(), rotation.begin()); rotate(A.Coords().begin(), A.Coords().end(), rotation.begin(), centreB.begin()); } else { // Alternatively, and much shorter, the above steps are incorporated in a single algorithm in which the // first protein's coordinates are overwritten. double rmsd = 0.0; rmsd = lsqfit(A.Coords().begin(), A.Coords().end(), B.Coords().begin(), B.Coords().end(), rmsd); cout << "Root mean square distance : " << rmsd << "\n"; } // The outstream operator << is overloaded to write the contents of an ATOM_processor object in PDB format.
cout << A; return 0; } Fig. 2 . A more complex illustration in which STL and BTL components are used to superimpose two molecular structures using the Kearsley algorithm (Kearsley, 1989) . These containers are similar to many matrix and vector classes found in other C++ mathematical libraries, implementing a natural mathematical notation for basic vector and matrix algebra through overloading the usual C++ arithmetic operators. However, they are template classes, allowing the programmer to determine the type of data contained within them. They provide iterators that allow random access to the contained elements. Consequently, they can be combined with all the BTL/STL generic algorithms.
Container adaptors graph graph with edges
Provide two graph classes with different functionality and performance profiles. The first class has simple pointers between vertices while the second type has labelled edges. The vertices and edges can be of any type. Iterators are provided for sequential access to vertices and edges, and also for access in an order determined by the connectivity within a graph.
Function objects pdb sort
Can be used as a parameter for the STL generic sort algorithms. This functor takes two input strings containing atom names and returns true if the first name comes before the second in the order found in PDB format files and false if it does not. amino acid property Takes a single character as its input and returns a real number property value for the amino acid the character represents. The type of property produced (hydropathy, volume etc.) is defined when the function object is constructed. random uniform random normal random exponential Classes which generate random numbers, from a variety of functional distributions, using well documented portable algorithms (Knuth, 1998) . A random number generator is also provided by the STL however its internal implementation will probably vary from compiler to compiler and its statistical properties are not necessarily suitable for biocomputing applications. less absolute This functor takes two inputs and returns true if the absolute value of the first is less than the absolute value of the second. This is particularly useful for sorting operations.
File processors PIR processor ATOM processor XYZ processor PPM processor
Non-template classes for extracting data from external files, which read sequences, PDB files, raw co-ordinate files and image files respectively. Member functions deliver the data in the form of STL vectors.
is dealing is contained in a C++ class that provides an appropriate iterator for navigating through the class' data structure, the BTL and STL algorithms can be used to manipulate that data. The BTL and STL containers themselves will often be sufficient for holding biological data. When additional functionality is required of the class holding the data, this can often be built around an STL or BTL container. An example of this is the BTL numeric vector, which internally uses an STL vector to provide appropriate iterators and to handle memory management and augments this with a set of member functions that implement vector algebra. Naturally, there are also some drawbacks associated with the use of template libraries. Templates are normally instantiated at compile time and this means that templates must be recompiled with each new use. This allows execution performance gains via inlining of algorithms, but substantially increases compile time, and can lead to very large executables, if steps are not taken at the program design stage to avoid this (Stroustrup, 1997) . The flexibility introduced by templates does allow inappropriate use of algorithms. Assumptions are made of the input parameters, but cannot be easily enforced. This leaves scope for incorrect usage of some generic components, e.g. the results of many of the algorithms in the BTL only make sense when applied to numeric data, yet will compile without warning if passed strings as parameters.
Building a domain-specific class library with the BTL and STL
One important use of the BTL will be to simplify the writing of domain-specific class libraries. From a stylistic perspective, it would be nice if these libraries could largely be written as higher-level generic components. Yet for many problems this would not be the most suitable design. Not every situation is best regarded in the very abstract manner inherent in developing generic components. We have also been developing a hierarchical object-oriented domain-specific library of software for use in molecular modelling. Examples of the classes are Molecule, Atom and Residue. This seems to be a sensible approach as the hierarchy of macromolecular structure classification transfers easily onto an object-oriented design implemented as C++ classes. However, the consequences of this hierarchical object-oriented design are that our initial class library was complex, had inefficient duplication of functionality and lacked flexibility. After discussing the library with users and the authors of similar libraries it occurred to us that some of these deficiencies could be reduced by removing those functions that could easily be expressed as generic components into a separate STL-like library. Subsequently, we realized that extending the standard library to include containers and algorithms that are particularly commonly used in all aspects of biocomputing could be an effective way of encouraging code reuse.
One particular drawback in many domain-specific class libraries is duplication of functionality. Consider for example the implementation of a function centroid, which determines the geometric centre of a group of atoms. If knowledge about these atoms is contained within several classes, e.g. a Molecule, a Residue and a Chain, then separate versions of the code to perform this function would normally be put into each of these classes. This situation obviously leads to unnecessarily large classes and potential inconsistencies. There are ways of avoiding such repetition, but none are as effective as having a generic centroid algorithm. This method frees each class, which needs such functionality, to store its co-ordinates in any of a number of different ways and, provided it defines the appropriate iterator, the same algorithm can be used to calculate the centroid.
The transfer of functionality in this way offers a substantial simplification of the classes representing the physical objects, both from the perspective of a developer implementing a Molecule class, and of a subsequent developer using that class to build an application.
Encouraging code reuse
Molecular modelling and bioinformatics involve manipulating a large variety of complex data types in many different ways. The task of representing this domain in classes is extremely time consuming and usually results in a highly complex class hierarchy. The more complex a class library, the more effort is required to learn how to use it and the less likely it will be widely adopted. The design of our prototype molecular modelling class library was simplified somewhat by splitting it into several semi-autonomous sub-libraries. But even here the necessity to learn about the internal implementation of the classes will still be a formidable obstacle to new users of the library. Additionally most of that learning will be useless if they switch from one area to another, say from structure analysis to sequences.
Another significant barrier to the reuse of domainspecific class libraries in biocomputing is that users of the library have to accept a more or less fixed model of the molecular entities. In reality, the conception of what something like a molecule is, and what you can do with it, varies between individuals, over time and with the task being performed. In contrast the generic component approach provides a way of reusing substantial amounts of functional code within a simple, consistent and flexible framework. The components within the STL and BTL perform abstract mathematical tasks without reference to any domain (except indirectly in that the range of the components is restricted to functionality that is useful in biocomputing). Extensive discussion of the relative merits of domainspecific class libraries and STL-like generic components is to be found in the STL Tutorial and Reference Guide (Musser and Saini, 1996) .
Why not Java?
Probably the principal competitor to C++ at present is the pure object-oriented programming language Java. A Java Algorithms Library (JAL), based on the STL, has been written (Austern and Stepanov, 1996) . However, parametrization of classes and structures, which is important for implementing generic components and in maximizing the efficiency of executable code, is not part of Java itself. The generic nature of the JAL is only achieved by pre-processing Java code using a Perl program and even then limitations of the Java language restrict the library to those algorithms which operate on one dimensional arrays. Java is also a very young language and no standard for it yet exists. However, it is apparent that Java is an excellent tool for creating portable graphical user interfaces and handling communication with databases. We expect to see mixed code development in which C++ BTL/STL code is used for compute intensive tasks, which will run underneath Java based front-ends. Should a future Java standard define a template mechanism, it will probably be straightforward to port the BTL design to Java.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes an extension of the C++ standard library to include additional software components that are of use in the areas of bioinformatics and molecular modelling. While the generic and abstract approach of the BTL cannot encompass all of the components necessary to build all applications, it can hope to provide straightforward access to many of the compute intensive algorithms that are common to a variety of biocomputing applications. We believe that, in this context, a generic component library is more efficient, simpler to construct and use, more flexible and more compact than earlier domain-specific biocomputing class libraries. Conse-quently, we believe that the components are more likely to be widely used in the biocomputing community.
The aim of this project is to produce a continuously growing library in which scientific programmers will find components that will help them in building novel applications. We hope that because the structure of the components so closely follows those in standard C++ that the BTL will provide an effective standard for the exchange of generic components within the biocomputing community. We would be pleased to work with those with existing libraries of specialist components in C/C++ to port their code to this generic structure where appropriate. As a first collaboration, and in order to foster further developments of the BTL in the sequence analysis area in particular, the BTL will be integrated with the European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite (EMBOSS, 1999 ). This will also allow programmers to make use of that suite's sequence-domain-specific user interface and application development utilities.
